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1.   Introduction:  
  
The concept of language acquisition based on an innate ability, social interactions and cognitive 
development apply to all languages. The Tamil language acquisition in diaspora context requires a 
specialized investigation due to influence of different factors like the reduced parent-child 
interactions/social interactions in Tamil, lack of regular training during the critical years (<7years) of 
language development etc. It is further complicated by the lack of motivation and justification to learn 
the language burdened by the question of its usage in their land of work, other than reduced social 
and cultural interactions. 
 
The ability to listen and understand but unable to read or write the language is generally observable 
among the diaspora children due to lack of formal training in the Tamil alphabetic forms. The 
enumerated alphabetic count of 247 is often perceived as a large count compared to English and 
often seen as an impediment to quick learning of the alphabetic set. The Tamil script showing 
continuous evolution from ancient times underwent a few minor reformations, once by Constantine 
Joseph Beschi(Veerama-munivar) to remove the dot in E-O vowels and next by E.V.Ramasamy(Periyar) 
in Vowel-Consonants(VCs) for easy typesetting of printing press in 20th century. Recently even a 
new proposal ’iTamil’, by Madan Karky of Karky Research foundation, was put forth to reduce the 
additional shapes required for writing the VC combinations. Also, a lack of understanding of the 
multiple similar sounding/structural consonants (La, ra and na) leading to errors in practical usage add 
to the impediments of Tamil language acquisition. 
 
Only a deeper research on the truth behind the alphabets can help unveil the compact and logical 
structure behind the apparent complex set of 247 enumerated alphabets, illuminate their significance 
and surmount the aforementioned problems of diaspora children. The Tamil grammar classic 
Tholkappiam[4] discusses the details of sound articulation in phonology section('Ezhutthathikaram-
Pirappiyal') but with respect to alphabetic-forms it only hints at a general VC structure through the 
usage of dot('Pulli'). In this work, we undertake a deeper analysis of the alphabetic structure based 
on the significance of the Tamil alphabets to understand why the structure of Tamil alphabets are 
just so.  
 
2.   Teleology of Script Evolution:  
 
A scientific approach to the understanding of alphabetic sounds and forms lead to the area of 
linguistics and epigraphy. Archeological evidences of historical inscriptions using radiocarbon dating is 
used as part of epigraphy to establish the time period of the script. The epigraphical research shows 
an evolution of the current Tamil script from the ancient Tamil-Brahmi script through Vattezhuthu 
form [5,6] as shown in Figure.1(Tamilnadu archeological department record on the history of Tamil 
script). A limitation of epigraphical approach is its conclusions are subject to revision or refinement 
with every new archeological evidence. Also, behind the external alphabetic forms there are qualitative 
aspects that fall beyond the scope of epigraphical investigation. To understand the qualitative aspects, 
instead of viewing the script’s alphabetic forms as just plain symbols designated to different sounds 
it is necessary to view them as evolving or growing organic entities showing evolutionary behavior 
based on their psychological qualities and hence leads to a teleological approach.  



 
 

 
Figure.1. Development of Tamil Brahmi Script into Vattezhuthu and Tamil Script  
www.tnarch.gov.in/epi.htm 
 
This term "teleology" is normally used in cybernetics and evolutionary biology to mean "behavior 
tending towards a purpose". For example, a popular teleological statement that expresses this concept 
is “the turtles came to the shore to lay eggs” instead of "came to shore and laid eggs". Applying 
the concept of teleology to script evolution, all developments of the past are interpreted as an 
evolution towards a future purpose. The continuous evolution over 2000 years supported by the 
successive improvement of writing medium from cave inscription rocks, palm leaves, printing-press 
papers to the current state of art digital display systems exhibit a teleological behavior. The end 
purpose of this evolution should be the final perfection of the symbolic forms to express the 
ontological and epistemological truths.  
 
 
3.   The Structural Grammar of Akaram அ: 
 
Adopting a teleological approach, the fundamental question to start with is, “Is there really a structural 
grammar of Tamil alphabets?” The grammar classic Tholkappiam does not deal with structural grammar 
of alphabets, however, the author Tholkappiar in the sound-articulation section hints about the 
existence of an internal form of the sounds that is dealt in the ancient scriptures. The ancient Tamil 
scripture Thirumandiram has important references to internal sound forms associated with the Mantras. 
Vallalar, the 19th century Saint Poet revolutionized with many important discoveries by unveiling the 
esoteric significances behind ancient scriptures, puranas, epics and gave grammatical expositions that 
are not well known among the mainstream language scholars. The prose work on his Thiruvarutpa 
songs (Songs of Divine-Grace), called the Urainadai[1] containing his explanations, commentaries and 
letters to his disciples, give direct evidences on the internal forms and significances of Tamil alphabets. 
A record by one of his disciples, Anandanatha Shanmuga Swamikal, show Vallalar's knowledge of a 
wholistic grammar system broadly based on alphabet's Truth experience, Consciousness, innate quality, 
sound and structural form leading to 45 grammatical aspects of each alphabet. Vallalar specifically 
gives the production details and structural grammar of the first alphabet Akaram ’A’ based on 9 



principles corresponding to the different parts of its structure. The details of Akaram grammar 
structure based on [1] is tabulated in Table.1 as follows: 
 

 
 
  
 Figure.2. Akaram Structural Grammar   Table.1. Akaram Grammar principles 
   
These principles belong to different planes of consciousness that manifest the invisible into visible 
form. Mapping of the principles based on its functional description to the different parts of the Akaram 
form is shown in Fig.2. Akaram signifies the descent of Truth-Consciousness-Bliss through a process 
of involution to visible manifestation in the physical plane. Though an accurate description of this 
mapping requires a real experience of the overmind consciousness principle that connects the higher 
and lower planes of consciousness, we can see based on details in [2] and the 9 principle names the 
first 4 belong to spiritual, the higher planes of consciousness and the next 4 to mind and matter, 
lower planes of consciousness.  
 
Interestingly, based on the description of stages 1,2,3 of Akaram form, the initial part starts with a 
spiral of divine proportions (initial spiral not to scale but fits the description) following a Fibonacci 
series that is very frequently observed in the creation of natural phenomena like the arrangement of 
leaves in stems, branching in trees etc. So the Akaram structure has a deep relation to the creation 
or manifestation process. Following Saint-Poet Thriuvalluvar's dictum, “Akaram-the first and root of 
all alphabets” it should be possible to derive the structural grammar of all the vowels and consonants 
from Akaram. In the next section we explore the general theory of Tamil alphabetic structural grammar.  
 
 
4.   Alphabetic Structural Grammar:  

This general theory of alphabetic structural grammar follows Vallalar and Sri Aurobindo's approach 
[1,2,3] of interpreting the meaning of words based on the significance of composing alphabets. 
Historical accounts report that Vallalar clarified some doubts of Kanchi Sankaracharya on Paniniyam-
Sanskrit grammar and wrote an interpretation of the word “Thamizh” explaining its significance when 
Sankaracharya asserted that Sanskrit as the Mother of all languages. Valallar’s explanation adopted a 
metaphysical approach to derive its significance based on the 5 composing alphabets Th,A,M,I,Zh and 
demonstrated the self-referential principle of word-compositionality. He revealed the significance od 
Tamil as the natural Truth experience of the Perfect Divine Delight essence involving and descending 
from the high planes of Consciousness through the mental, vital-life planes to manifest as human 
being in the physical plane(Tha), followed by the involved essence inevitably evolving back to the 
Source through a double process of evolution from ignorance to knowledge and further evolution in 
knowledge to culminate in a “Supramental being”(Mi) to experience the Universal Perfect Oneness 

Stage  Principle  Function 

1  Vamai Descending and Involving 

2  Jyestai Curling 

3  Raudri Bursting forth 

4  Kali Folding and rising up 

5  Kalavikarani Progressing downward 

6  Palavikarani Rising up 

7  Palabramathani Going downwards 

8 Sarvabuthathamani Fixing downwards and stand 

9  Manonmani Complete form  



Delight(Zh)[7,8]. In a nutshell, it can be described as the natural Truth experience of Involution-
Evolution-Perfection Delight.  

A deeper analysis of the explanation shows that it captured the full essence and principles behind the 
Tamil alphabetic system of vowels(Uyir) classified as the art of Consciousness and consonants(Mei) 
as the art of Body-Consciousness. With an understanding of the principles of different vowels and 
consonants it is possible to map their significances to different structural forms, because the 
significances express themselves as different mental meanings in mental plane, sounds in sense plane 
and forms in material plane. The structural grammar of Akaram stands as the foundation of all the 
vowels showing a similar starting pattern at the origin with an exception of Iikaaram(Ii) that continues 
to be an artifact of old Tamil Brahmi script. The consonants take a generic structure of its individual 
structure and a dot affixed above it to denote the spirit’s existence above the inert state of body. 
This dot disappears in the VCs denoting the union of spirit and body, when the Consciousness/spirit 
activates the physical body to take a living form. The details of structural grammar behind the vowels, 
consonants and VCs are described in the following sections. 
 
 
5.   Vowel Structural Grammar: 
 
The three primary vowels A,I,U form the fundamental set and their significances correspond to Truth, 
Consciousness and Delight. The E,O are secondary vowels formed by the combination of A,I and A,U 
with their corresponding significances to be Truth-Consciousness and Truth-Delight respectively. The 
vowels Aa,Ii,Uu,Ee,Oo are just extensions of the primary and secondary vowels. The AI and AU are 
tertiary vowels formed by concatenation of A,I and A,U sounds.  
 
இ + அ = எ, அ + இ = ஐ  I + A = E,   A + I = AI    
உ + அ = ஒ,    அ + உ = ஔ  U + A = O,   A + U = AU  
 
5.1 Significance of Vowels: 
 
Vallalar briefly explains the significances of A,I as Pranava-Moola Akaram and Arut-Pranava Ikaram 
respectively. Akaram manifests/externalizes the qualities/properties of existence. Ikaram expresses the 
being into becoming with its self-aware force of existence(த) வ+ண -வாபtெதா2). Ukaram 
expresses the illimitable bliss of conscious existence.  The triune Truth, Consciousness and Delight 
that map to A,I,U are explained in great detail by Sri Aurobindo in his magnum opus "The Life Divine". 
The meaning summary of vowels based on his spiritual literature is tabulated in Table.2 as follows  
 
 
 Vowel   Meaning/Significance  Structural characteristic 

அ (A) 
ஆ (Aa) 

Truth, pure Existence that is beginning, end and 
continent of all things; initial being 

 Absolute existence. 
 A: fundamental to all vowels 

இ (I) 
 ஈ (Ii) or    

Consciousness, self aware force of existence, 
inherent and inseparable from its being, creative of 
different forces, expressing as infinite forms and 
endless variation  

 Relative existence. 
 I: most complex form  

உ (U) 
ஊ (Uu) 

Delight of Being, illimitable bliss of existence. The 
natural state of existence that appears to the 
human mind and emotion as something neutral, All 
embracing delight of self existence 

 Pervasive/Contained existence 
 U: Fully contained form 



 
எ = இ+அ (E)  
ஏ = இ+ அ (Ee) 
ஐ = அ+இ  (AI) 
 

  
Truth-Consciousness 

 Relative-Absolute existence.   
E: Structural features common 
   to I,A  
AI: Shifted-combined versions of A,I 

ஒ = உ+அ (O) 
ஓ = உ+ அ (Oo) 
ஔ= அ+உ (AU) 

Truth-Delight  Contained-Absolute existence.  
O: Combination of U,A to form the  
    macro and micro spiral. 
AU: Suffix La to denote final  
    closure 

    
    Table.2. Significance of Vowels 
 
5.2  Structural analysis of Vowels: 
  
The structural grammar of vowels is based on Akaram as they all start like Akaram by emerging out 
of an origin point as a spiral and converging to their respective forms based on their significance. 
The structural grammar of I,U are described as follows: 
 
I இ – starting similar to Akaram following up to the 5th state, it shows many variations reflecting 
the truth “One becoming infinite manifestations: அனnதாகார <ய>?  ேபதm காB2m”. 
Clearly Ikaram exhibits the most complex form among the vowels and reflecting the fact it is the 
same Consciousness organizing itself differently as mind, vital-life and physical matter.  
 
U உ – starting similar to Akaram, the descending spiral is more wholistic than A or I and ends with 
a horizontal line without any division of upper or lower halves and present itself as a complete 
possessive state to represent the Bliss or Delight of being.  
 
The secondary vowel forms Aa, Ii, Uu are only extensions of the primary vowels A,I,U. The involving 
spiral at the end of A represents the involved relationship of soul to the Divine. For Iikaaram ஈ, the 
structure is inconsistent with the principle “All vowel structures originate from Akaram structure”. 
There are evidences of it written correctly by completing the Ikaram form (இ) with an involved spiral 
as ( ). This can be seen in Vallalar’s handwritten copy of ArutPerunJothi Agaval in 19th century, 
but we see the old Tamil Brahmi form(ஈ) is currently in wide use, probably due to simpler structure. 
 
A similar involved relation applies to Ekaaram(எ) and Okaaram(ஒ). The Uukaaram(ஊ) ends with a 
La(ள) to represent the final stage of knowledge (explained more in next section) and a similar logic 
applies to AUkaaram(ஔ). The E formed by the combination A+I end with a vertical line similar to A 
and I. But for Oo formed by the combination A+U ends with a micro spiral similar to the starting 
macro spiral to denote the final contained-existent state of the soul in relation to the Divine. Here 
the vertical ending line of A and horizontal ending line of U combine to form a micro spiral. The 
unique form ஃ “AK” composed of 3 dots represent the 3 sheaths- spiritual, mental-vital and physical 
that constitute the human body. This alphabet stands as the bridge between vowels and consonants, 
with the higher dot denoting the spiritual and the lower two dots denoting the mental-vital (Manas) 
and physical principles.  
 
6.   Consonant Structural Grammar: 
 
The consonants(ெமy) are considered as the body to consciousness taking different states of spirit, 
mind and physical body. All consonants take their form below a dot denoting the body state separated 
from spirit, and the dot vanishes after the projection of consciousness onto them to become living 



entities called the VCs(உGr ெமy). The consonants are classified into 3 groups as hard,soft and 
medial (Vallinam,Mellinam,Idaiyinam) to represent causal, causal-effectual and effectual states of the 
body. The medial (idaiyinam) stands as the interface between Vallina-Mellina and Uyir by evolving the 
hard,soft consonants to the vowels.  
 
6.1   Significance of Consonants: 
  
Based on the significance of Tamil, the VC set of Ka to Zha (க-ழ) is divided into 2 hemispheres, 
lower (க-த) and higher  (ப-ழ). They correspond to 7 chords of the being in 2 hemispheres and the 
arrangement can be seen as a process of involution from infinite oneness to individual many (in 
reversed order of ழ to க) or as a process of evolution from exclusive individual to infinite oneness 
(in normal order of க to ழ). From the evolutionary point of view this is a process of double evolution, 
evolution in ignorance (க-ம) and evolution in knowledge (ய-ழ). The consonants Th,M,Zh form the 
nodes of ignorance, knowledge and perfection delight respectively and the significances of the entire 
list of consonants based on Vallalar and Sri Aurobindo’s writings are tabulated in Table.3 as follows: 
 
Vowel-Cons.  Meaning/Significance  Structural Characteristics 

க  Physical Matter, rigidity, sensible  
 form, culminating point of division (Ka) 

 Involutionary, coiled, closed, knot 

ங = m+க  Evolution of physical (nKa)  Evolution from knot 

ச  Subtle Physical, all involving, 
 instruments of cognition (Ca) 

 Stage before closed knot 

ஞ = m+ச  Evolution of subtle physical, natural sense  
 knowledge (nCa) 

 Evolution from open knot and  
 completion 

ட  Life, instruments of action (Ta)  Rising form, similar to Ukaram 

ண = m+ட  Evolution of life, Creative process,  
 dynamic sense knowledge (Na) 

 Effect of Ma on Ta 

த   Mind – thinking, reasoning, intellect, finite  
 sense perception by mind’s division (Tha)  

 start of involution, division, extended  
 open knot  

ந   = m+த  Evolution of Mind, desire-soul, jeevan (Nha)  Evolution from extended open knot  

ப  Overmind, Separation of lower-higher  
 hemisphere (Pa) 

 Start of Transcendental form  

ம  Overmind Gnosis, start of One to Many  
 differentiation, dissolution sound (Ma) 

 Transcendental and base of higher  
 hemisphere first sign of involution   

ய   Supermind, pure-soul, Supramental plane  
 (Ya) 

 Start of Existence in higher  
 hemisphere, miniature of I (lower half) 

ர  Vibrant Existence, Supramental plane (Ra)  Kaal extension signifying vibrant life 

ல  Similar to Va, but involved (la)  Closer to Va with dissolving form 

வ   All expressive Consciousness and   
 Delight, Supramental plane (Va) 

 Closer to U with existential form 

ழ  Supreme Perfection Delight (Zha)  Culmination form, combination of M  
 and O   ம-->ஒ = ழ 

 
   Table.3. Significance of Consonants 
 



The special consonants (La,ra,na - ள,ற,ன) comprehends the entire existence as high,middle and low 
states of body and complement the medials (Ra,la,Nha -  ர,ல,ந) with complementary significance of 
existence-knowledge(La), consciousness-action(ra) and effectual manifestation(n).  
 
Special Consonants   Meaning/Significance   Form Characteristic 

 ள  Pure Knowledge, causal body (La)  Existent version of la  ல 

 ற Pure Life, effectual-causal body (ra)  Dissolving version of ra  ர 

 ன  Pure Physical, effectual body (na)  Perfected version of Na  ண 
 
       Table.4. Significance of special consonants 
 
6.2  Structural analysis of Consonants: 
 
Based on the significances of alphabets the associated characteristic forms are tabulated in Table.2. 
The lower hemisphere hard consonant forms (Ka–Tha, க- த) show involutionary characteristics (closed 
top) as they manifest the invisible spirit into visble physical matter through the mental consciousness 
and life energy. This creation process can be visually represented as the sound அ ’A’ symbolizing 
Truth and ஃ Ak symbolizing spirit, mind and physical as separate entities (circles) join to complete 
the manifestation as க Ka, by joining the 3 circles in a Venn diagram fashion as shown below. The 
sound Ak known as ’dependent alphabet’(சாrQ எRtS) generally takes its position after (A,I,U) 
and ends with the vowel-consonant stop. The other consonants ’Ca’ and ’Tha’ also exhibit similar 
characteristics. 

அ    ஃ          க 
The soft consonant forms "nKa to Nha”(ங - ந) show evolutionary characteristics in the involved 
forms of (க - த) indicating evolution in ignorance. This evolution in lower hemisphere operates by 
applying the dissolution sound “M” on the hard consonants “Ka,Ca,Tha”(க,ச,த) to dissolve the lower 
mind principles and evolve them into higher forms (ங, ஞ,ந)  by unfolding their knots as shown below 

 
The higher hemisphere consonant forms "Ma to Zha"(ம-ழ) show evolved characteristics(open top) 
with "Pa"(ப) connecting the lower and upper hemispheres and culminating in the final perfect form 
"Zha"(ழ).The higher hemisphere evolution in knowledge symbolized by the consonants “Ya to Va”(ய-
வ) evolve from a miniature form of Consciousness இ ’I’ into form of Delight உ ’U’ as shown below 
 

இ    ய    உ   வ 
The consonants Ra,la bridge the evolution from Ya to Va, with Ra denoting the vibrant existence of 
soul by taking the form of extended Kaal ர, and la ல taking the form closer to Va  வ. Overall, the 
more involved and grosser forms look more coiled, knotted and closed on top, whereas the more 
evolved forms look unfolded, open on top, free and tending towards vowel like structure. The 2 
exceptions (Ta,Na ட,ண) and Ra  (ர) in the lower and higher hemisphere respectively deviate from 
these general characteristics, because they represent life principle in their respective hemispheres. 
The ’Ta’  ட follows an involved ’Ukaram’ form  உ and ’Ra’  ர follows an existential spirit form of 3-



set Venn-diagram without mind and physical relations signifying pure vibrant spiritual existence of the 
soul further explained in the next section.  
 
This structural grammar theory of consonants can be cross validated by their corresponding sound 
analysis. The lower hemisphere sounds start from inner most part of tongue ’Ka’ and end in outermost 
lip ’Pa’ and nasal sound ’Ma’, the upper hemisphere consonants ya,va sounds similar to I,U respectively 
hence called semi-vowels or approximants. Similar to the structural grammar, the lower and higher 
hemisphere consonants Ta and Ra alone sound distinctly as retroflex (rising and folding back) and 
vibrant sounds representing the life principle.  
 
 
7.   Vowel-Consonant(VC) Structural Grammar: 
 
The compound Vowel-Consonants' structural grammar is derived based on the projection of vowel 
forms onto their respective consonant forms. Projecting the Akaram onto the consonants absorbs the 
dot and emerges out its “absolute” form (k+அ = க)  as a symbolic representation of Consciousness 
involution into matter to take living forms. Similarly projecting the Ikaram generates the “relative” 
form with an adjacent extension from its top like a hook (k+இ = U),  signifying the relative existence 
of soul on the Absolute One. Projecting the Ukaram generates distinct structures that are “fully 
contained and complete”  (k+உ= V), signifying the contained existence as shown in Table.4.  
 
 

short U V W - X 2 Y S ν Q µ \ ] ^ _ R 

Long U ` a b c d e f g h i j k l m n 
 
 

short U  o  p  q 

Long U      r   s  t 

 
  Table.4  Short and Long Ukaram forms 
 
The prefix structure of VC Ekaram (ெக)  is a direct extension of the vowel form Ekaram (எ) and the 
elongated prefix form of (ேக) is an involved version of the short form with the spiral ending on the 
top. Among the VC forms of Aa,Ii,Uu we see the forms of Aakaaram ஆ, signifying the involved soul, 
show a special distinct form     'kaal'  suffixed to it. The root word 'kaal' has many related meanings 
like leg, breadth, time etc. and an extended form of it is used for consonant Ra(ர) to mean vibrant 
existence. The breadth as a sign of pure life or vibrant existence fits perfectly with this symbol. The 
true significance of ’kaal’ was explained by Vallalar as the symbolic interpretation of vital life-force 
used in the Puranas like the Markandeya Purana where Lord Ruthra raises the left leg and kicks Yama 
to protect Markandeya from death. The esoteric meaning here is, with the left leg signifying the Ida 
Kalai breadth responsible for body principles (tattwas) going down and right leg signifying the Surya 
Kalai breadth responsible for tattwas rising up, the discriminative knowledge (Viveka: Markandeyan) 
rises the vital life-force from the unconscious ignorance (Yama: Lord of Death) to join the soul 
knowledge of identity (Aanma Gnana: Lord Rudra) and attain immortality. Its important to contrast 
the vowel Aakaram ஆ showing an involving curl to denote involved soul with the VCs (ex.kaa கா) 
showing  ’kaal’ to denote involved life. Further the Okaaram series denoting the delight of existence 
takes the ’kaal’ form (similar to Ra) with Ekaram for its VCs to symbolize the final state. Overall, the 
VC form expressions are consistent with the principles of consciousness and existence theory.  
 
 



 
8.   Application to Tamil Teaching: 
 
A simplified version of the above structural grammar without losing its essence can be taught to the 
lower grade students during their prime years of language acquisition. Three basic forms of the vowels 
A,I,U and the consonants Th,M,Zh captures the essence of the whole structural grammar. Additional 
forms like 'kaal', different types of curls, involutionary and evolutionary forms build the foundation of 
the alphabetic structural grammar as shown in the Table.5. More details of the grammar can be added 
in the higher grades to bridge an understanding to the Tamil grammar.    
 
 
Alphabets  Structural Features  Examples 

Vowels  Akaram: spiral, horizontal and vertical line  அ,இ,உ 

Consonants  involutionary form, evolutionary form க,ச,த,  ப,ம,ய,வ 

VCs  Kaal, relative, spirals கா,U,u,V,`,  மா,v,w,µ,i 
 

 Table.5  Fundamental forms of Tamil structural grammar 
 
The logical division of the 15 consonants (Ka-Zha) into lower and higher hemisphere help students to 
visualize the involutionary and evolutionary characteristics clearly and the separation of 3 special 
consonants (La,ra,na) with complementary significances help to understand the role of multiple similar 
sounding consonants.  Similarly, introducing the vowel forms logically originating from Akaram structure 
and as combinations of the primary vowel forms A,I,U help to see the pattern evolution from simple 
to complex forms. A frequent question about the inconsistency of Iikaaram (ஈ) form not following 
the Akaram structure can be addressed by replacing it with the correct logical version ending with 
involved spiral form. A brief introduction of this Iikaaram  structure in the lower grade classes 
show that students are very receptive and justified by this logically correct structure. The diaspora 
lower grade children primarily trained in English grammar, math and pattern matching easily find the 
patterns involved in the alphabetic structure and find the continuous alphabetic structure, cursive like 
no pen-lifting characteristic, as an interesting feature. The long-term benefit of this approach to 
language acquisition is that it nurtures a writing habit that is logically correct and consistent with the 
principles of Truth-Consciousness-Delight theory. 
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